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Existence Theorems for Abstract Multidimensional 
Control Problems 1 
LAMBERTO CESARI 2 
Abstract. In the present paper, the author discusses an abstract formulation 
of control problems involving general operators .P : S --~ V, d/d: S -+  Y from 
a Banach space S into space V and Y of vector functions in a fixed domain 
with components in L~, p I> 1. For this general formulation, the author 
states closure theorems, lower closure theorems, and existence theorems for 
an optimal solution. It is then shown that the problems of control involving 
Dieudonn6-Rashevski partial differential equations previously considered by 
the author are particular cases of the present formulation. Finally, it is shown 
by examples that problems of control involving usual partial differential equa- 
tions, linear or not, as well as other functional relations, can be framed in 
the present formulation. The present work concerns problems with distributed 
controls. Work concerning problems with distributed as well as boundary 
controls is forthcoming. 
1. Introduction 
We present here existence theorems for multidimensional optimal control 
problems in an abstract setting, which are extensions of theorems proved in a 
concrete form in previous papers (Refs. 1-4). The present formulation for 
general Lagrange problems includes also a number of results which have 
appeared before for free problems only (Refs. 5-11). The present formulation 
concerns only distributed controIproblems in the terminology of Lions (Ref. 12). 
Extensions including boundary control problems will be discussed elsewhere. 
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We are interested in control problems where the state variable is an 
element of a Banach space S with norm tt x H, where ~o: S .-+ V and ql: S -~  Y 
are two operators,  ~ possibly unbounded ,  V and Y functions spaces of 
elements y( t )  --= (yl , . . . ,  yS), v(t) = (vi,..., Vr), t ~ G, and where the controls 
are also vector functions u(t) - -  (ul,..., urr~), t ~ G, G a bounded  open subset 
of E , ,  v /> 1. Thus ,  we consider control  problems moni tored by a functional  
equation of the form 
($~CPx)(t) = f ( t ,  (~Lv)(t), u(t)) a.e. in G, (1) 
with usual constraints 
(t, (~ ) ( t ) )  e A, u(t) ~ u(t, (e,x)(t)) ~.e. in a,  
and functional 
1Ix, .1 = f ~ fo(t, (~)( t ) ,  .(t)) at. 
Details and more  general formulations will be indicated below. Whenever  S is 
a space of vector functions on G and ~ '  and og are differential operators, 
then (1) reduces to a usual differential system in G. 
2. Abstract Functional Equation 
Let  G be a given open bounded  subset of the t-space E~, t = (tl,..., t '), 
v ~> 1, let Y be a space of s-vector functions y( t )  - (yl , . . . ,  yS), t ~ G, whose 
components  y~ are L~j in tegrable  in G, Pi >/ 1, i = 1,..., s, and let V be a 
space of r -vector  functions v(t) = (vl,. . . ,  vr), t ~ G, whose components  v~ 
are Lp- in tegrable  in G, p; >/ 1, j = 1,..., r. Thus ,  Y C L ' ,  V C L " ,  where 
! J 8 t !  J 
L ---- ~] i=IL~(G),  L -= [-]j=~Lpj(G). We shall take in Y and V the usual 
norms 
or equivalent ones, and we shall denote them also by II y lip, or II y IlL 5. 
Let  T be the space, or set, of all m-vector Nnct ions  u(t) = (u ,..., urn), 
t e G, whose components  u i are measurable in G. 
Le t  S be a Banach space of elements x and norm il x H, and let 
q/ : S--~ Y, Lf  : S--~ V 
809/6/3 -3 
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be two given operators transforming every element x ~ S into elements 
y = Ylx ~ Y,  v = ~ x  e V, y ( t )  = (yl , . . . ,  yS), v(t)  =- (vl,..., v~), t ~ G. Con- 
cerning ~ and ~ ,  we shall assume that  (H) if x, xk, k = 1, 2,..., are elements 
of S and x k --+ x weakly in S and Yk = ~ x k ,  vk = 5exk, y = °//x, v = £fx, 
then Yk --+ Y strongly in Y, and v k --+ v weakly in V. 
For every t ~ el G = G u OG, let A( t )  denote a nonempty subset of the y-  
space E~, and let A C E~+~ be the set of all(t, y) with t e el G, y ~ A( t ) .  For every 
(t, y) ~ A, let U(t, y )  denote a nonempty subset of the u-space E ~ ,  and let 
M C E,+s+~ be the set of all (t, y, u) with (t, y )  e A ,  u ~ U(t, y) .  L e t f ( t ,  y,  u) = 
( f l  , . . . ,fi)  be an r-vector function defined on M. We shall say that a pair x, u, 
x ~ S, u ~ T, is admissible provided the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) x ~ S; (b) u ~ T, that is, u(t) = (ul,..., u~), t e G, with uJ measurable in G, 
j = 1,..., m; (c)y  = ~ x  ~ Y, that  is, y( t )  = ( y l  .... , y~), t ~ G, w i t h y  ~ eLp~(G),  
i = 1,..., s; (d) v = ~ x  a V, that  is, v(t)  = (g31,..., Vr), it ~ G,  with vJ 6 L ~ ( G ) ,  
j = 1,..., r; (e) (t, y ( t ) ) e  A a.e. in G; (f) u ( t ) ~  U(t, y ( t ) )  a.e. in G; and (g) 
v(t)  -~ f ( t ,  y ( t ) ,  u(t)) a.e. in G. Requirement (g) can be written in the form 
(~x ) ( t )  = f ( t ,  (~x)(t) ,  u(t)) a.e. in G, (2) 
an abstract functional equation. Whenever S is a space of vector functions x(t)  
on G and ££ and ~/are  differential operators, then (2) is a differential equation 
or system in G. 
R e m a r k  2.1. I t  will be enough to require that hypothesis (H) is 
satisfied for sequences of elements x which actually occur in the closed 
classes f2 of admissible pairs x, u of the existence theorems in Sections 7 and 8. 
3. P a r t i c u l a r  Case  
In  the following situation, which is often encountered, less than (H) is 
demanded. Le t  X be a Banach space of elements x and norm I1 x 11, let X o be a 
linear subspace of X, let ~¢: X o -+ Y,  ~ :  X o --+ V be linear operators, and let 
S be the completion of X o by means of the norm 
Ill x Ill = ~/(IL x l[ ~ + N qZx ii ~ + II ~ x  113). (3) 
Then  S is a Banach space with norm III x IlI. N o w ,  to each element x ~ S there 
corresponds a unique element x o e X ,  which we may denote simply by x, a 
vector function y( t )  = (yol,.. . ,  yoS), t e G, with y l  E Lp~(G), a vector function 
%(t)  = (%1,..., vor), t e G, with vJ ~L~, (G) ,  and sequences [xk] of elements 
x k ~ X o ,  k = 1, 2 .... , such that, i~ Yk = (Ykl,.--,Yk s) = q/x~, % =  
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(vkl,..., vk *) = ~axk, k = 1, 2,..., then 11 xk --  x 1] --~ O, tt Yk ~ --  Yo i 112~ --> O, 
i = 1,..., s, I1 v j  - -  VoJ lip, --7 0 , j  = 1,..., r, as k -~  oo. We define ~ :  S --~ i7, 
~q~: S --+ V by taking Ogx = Yo,  ~_q~x = v o . I t  is known that ~' and oW are 
uniquely defined and are linear operators from the Banach space S into Y and 
V, respectively. 
Let  X* be the topological dual of X ,  and let (x, x*)  denote the application 
of x* ~ X* to x ~ X. A sequence [xk] of elements x k ~ S, k = 1, 2 , . ,  converges 
weakly in S to an element x e S, or x k --~ x weakly in S as k --3- oo, provided 
the following conditions are satisfied: (x k , x*) --~ (x, x*)  for every x* ~ X*;  
fayk~o dt --~ fGy~9~ dt for every ~o eLq~(G), q~-i +p~- i  = 1, i = 1 , . ,  s; and 
fa vj~b dt ~ fG vie  dt for every ¢ ~Lq~(G), q-f1 ~_ p-f1 = 1, j = 1,..., r. Here, 
Yk = (Ykl, ..., Yk ~) = ~[xk , v~ = (v~, . . . ,  v [ )  ~ ~ x ~  , y = (y~,..., y~) = ~ x ,  
v = ( v  1, .... v g = ~ e x .  
In this situation, x~--+ x weakly in S certainly implies that  y~--~ y 
weakly in Y and v~ --~ v weakly in V. The  part of (H) concerning ~ is thus 
trivial, and all we have to require is that (14o) if x~ -~  x weakly in S as k --~ oo, 
theny~ --~ y strongly in Y as k ~ o% wherey~ = ~[xk,  y = ~'x, k = 1, 2,. .... 
4. Orientor Fields and First Closure Theorem 
The  abstract functional equation (2) can be written in terms of an orientor 
field. Indeed, for every (t, y )  ~ A ,  let O(t, y )  C E r denote the set 
Q(t, y) ~- f ( t ,  y, U(t, y)) = [z E Er I z = f ( t ,  y,  u), u e U(t, y)]. (4) 
Then,  if x, u is any admissible pair, then obviously v(t) ~ Q(t, y ( t ) )  a.e. in G, 
where v = ~ x ,  y = ~/x, or 
(~x) ( t )  ~ Q(t, (~x)(t)) a.e. in G. (5) 
This  is the present abstract form of an orientor field equation. 
I f  G, A, S, Y, V, S ,  ~ /a re  assigned as in Section 2, and we also assign 
for every (t, y) E 2t an arbitrary set O(t, y) C E~, then we may consider the 
corresponding director field relation in the form (5). We shall say then that 
an element x ~ S is admissible provided the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a') x ~ S; (b') y = ~ x  ~ Y, y( t )  = (yl,. . . ,  yS), t ~ G, y i  ~ L ~ ( G ) ,  i = 1 ..... s; 
(c') v = S x e V ,  v(t) = (vl, . . . ,v*),  t e G ,  v~eLp~(G),  j =  1 , . . . , r ; (d ' )  
(t, y ( t ) ) ~  A a.e. in G; and (e') e ( t ) ~  9( t ,  y ( t ) )  a.e. in a ,  that is, relation (5) 
is satisfied. 
I f  x, y is any admissible pair, that is, x, u satisfies (a)-(g) of Section 2 and 
Q(t, y) is defined by (4), then certainly x ~ S satisfies (a')-(e'), x is admis- 
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sible and satisfies the director field relation (5). Conversely, if we know that 
¢ /and  M are closed, t h a t f i s  continuous on M, and that Q(t, y)  is defined by (4), 
then for every element x ~ S satisfying (a')-(e') above, that is, for every 
solution of the director field relation (5), we can associate an element u ~ Tsuch  
that x, u is an admissible pair, that is, x, u satisfies (a)-(g) of Section 2. T h e  
proof is based on the implicit function theorem (see, for example, Ref. 13). 
Finally, we shall need below the property (Q) for closed convex sets 
which we have used in Refs. 1-4 and 14-15. This  concept is a variant for closed 
convex sets of Kuratowski 's definition of upper semicontinuity of sets. 
A great many criteria for property (Q) of the sets we shall deal with are known, 
and references will be given (Section 6). 
For ( f , y ) ~  A and 3 ~ 0, let N~(i ,y)  denote the 8-neighborhood of 
(t, y )  in .d, that is, the set of all (t, y) ~ A at a distance ~ 3  from (i, y) .  For  
(t, 37)~A and 3 ~ 0 ,  let Q(t, 37;8) denote the union of all Q(t, y)  with 
(t, y) ~ Ns(f, y). We say that the sets Q(t, y) satisfy property (Q) at the point 
(i, 37) ~ d provided Q([, 37) = ('18 cl co Q([, 37: 8), or 
Q(i, y )  = ~ cl co 0 Q(t, y). 
8 {t,y)eN6(t,y) 
We say that the sets Q( t ,y)  satisfy property (Q) in A provided these sets 
satisfy the property above at every point (t, y ) e  ~1. Sets Q(t, y) satisfying 
property (Q) are necessarily closed and convex. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1  (First Closure Theorem). Let G C E,  be open  and b o u n d e d ,  
and A C E~+ s closed, let S, Y, V, ~ ,  ~qa as in Section 2; and, for every (t, y)  6 >/, 
let O ( t , y )  be a given subset of E r which we assume to be convex, closed, 
and to satisfy property (Q) at every point of A (with exception perhaps of a 
set of points whose t-coordinate lies in a set of measure zero on the t-space E~). 
Let x, x k ,  k ~ 1 , 2 , . ,  be elements of S, such that, if Yl,----- ~ x k ,  
v k ~ ~q~x k , y ~ ~ x ,  v -~ ~ x ,  then x~ -+ x weakly in S, Yk --+ Y strongly inY, 
v k ~ v weakly in V as k --+ co. If  all elements x k are admissible [that is, all 
x k satisfy (a')-(e')], then x also is admissible. 
This  statement is a particular case of the following closure theorem. 
5. Second Closure Theorem 
Let  I o be an interval of the t-space E~ containing cl G = G t3 OG, where 
G is a given bounded open subset of E~. I t  is not restrictive to assume 
I o = [0, b], or [0,..., O, b,..., b], for some b > 0. For every t ~ Io, t = (tl,..., t~), let 
[0, t] denote the interval [0,..., 0, tl,..., t~], or 0 ~ ri ~ t i, i ----- 1,..., v. Let  Z be 
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the space or set of all functions z(t)  ~- (zl,. . . ,  z*), t ~ I, which can be written 
in the form z(t) = fto ¢(~-) dT, t ~ !o ,  where dr  = dr 1-.. dr v, ¢(t) ----- (¢1,..., ¢0, 
t ~ Io ,  and each component  ~b i is L-integrable in I o and zero in I o - -  G. Note 
that the elements z(t)  = (zl,..., z*), t ~ Io ,  of Z certainly have the following 
properties: (1) each z~(t), t e I o ,  is continuous on I o with values zi(t) = 0 
whenever t = (tl,..., t ~) e Io ,  t i t  ~ ... t ~ = 0; and (2) z i admits the generalized 
derivative D~oz ~ of order % = (1, 1,.... 1), ] % [ -~ v, and D~oz ~ ----- ¢i is L- 
integrable in Io ,  and zero in I o - -  G (a.e.). 
Let  G, A ,  U(t, y),  M as in Section 2, let N = r -}- a, and f ( t ,  y ,  u) = 
( f i f o )  = ( f l , . . . , L  ,L+l ,...,L+o) be an N-vector function defined on M. Let  
~( t ,  y)  C EN be the set defined by 
~)(t, y) = f(t,  y, U(t, y)) --  [~ ~ e N j 5: =- f(t,  y, u), u ~ U(t, y)]. (6) 
Let  S, Y, V, T, ~g, • be defined as in Section 2. Instead of pairs x, u, we shall 
consider here systems x, z, u with x ~ S, z e Z, u ~ T. We shall say that a 
system x, z, u is admissible provided all requirements (a)-(g) of Section 2 are 
satisfied and, in addition also (h) z 6 Z and (i) D~oz(t) • loft, y(t),  u(t)) a.e. 
in G, % : (1, 1 .... , 1). Thus,  (g) and (i) together represent the increased 
functional system 
(5¢x)(t) ----f(t, (qlx)(t), u(t)), (D~°z)(t) =-fo(t, (~x)(t), u(t)) a.e. in a .  (7) 
As in Section 4, the system (7) can be written in the form of the orientor field 
relation 
((oWx)(t), (D~°z)(t)) ~ Q(t, (~[x)(t)) a.e. in G, (8) 
where the first member  is an N-vector, the second member is a subset of EN,  
and N = r + a. 
Given G and A and, for any (t, y) 6 A, a set ~)(t, y) C EN, we may con- 
sider the orientor field relation (8), with S, Y, V, 5¢, ~ defined as in Section 2. 
Then,  a solution x, z of this orientor field is now a pair x, z, satisfying (a')-(d') 
of Section 4 and, in addition, also (f') z e Z and (g') (v(t), D%z(t)) e Q(t, y(t))  
a.e. in G, which is again relation (8). 
We have just  proved that, for any system x, z, u satisfying (a)-(i), the 
pair x, z satisfies (a')-(d'), (f'), (g'), that is, the orientor field relation (8) with 
the sets ~)(t, y) defined by (6). Conversely, if 2t and M are closed, f continuous 
on M, and the sets ~)(t, y) are defined by (6), then for any pair x, z satisfying 
(a')-(d'), (f'), (g'), that is, for any solution of the orientor field equation (8), 
there is some element u ~ T such that x, z, u satisfies all requirements (a)-(i), 
that is, x, z, u is a solution of the increased functional system (7). 
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We shall consider the countable set ~}  of  all rationals, the countable 
system {to} of all points t := (t~,..., t ~) with tJ = pjb, pj ~ {p}, j = 1,..., v, and 
the countable system {I} of all intervals I = [a l ,  a2] C Io ,  a = (a11,..., al~), 
ai = (a21,..., a2"), a~ < a2 't, i = 1,..., v, with a l ,  a2 e {t~}. For  any given 
function z(t) ,  t ~ I o ,  we shall consider the usual differences /lz = Azz of 
order v relative to the 2" vertices of I. 
Le t  G and A as usual, N ~- r + a; and, for every (t, y)  a A, let us consider 
a set ~(t,  y) C EN with the following properties: (1) there is a scalar L-integrable 
function ¢(t) > /0 ,  t e G, such that, if z - -  (z 1 .... , z r, zr+l,..., z r+o) ~ O(t, y), 
then z i ) --¢(t) ,  i = r + 1,..., r + e; and (2) if 
= 0 ( t ,  y) ,  
then any other point z = (~1,..., ~r, zr+1,..., xr+o) with z i /> ~i, i = r -t- 1,..., 
r + or, belongs to O(t, y) .  
T h e o r e m  5.1 (Second Closure Theorem). Let  G be bounded  and open, 
and A C E~+ s closed as in Section 2, with G C I o C Ev,  and let S, Y, V, Z, 
.Z', ~ as in Sections 2 and 5. Let  N = r + a; and, for every (t, y)  e A, let 
0(t,  y) be a subset  of EN satisfying properties (1) and (2) above, and also 
convex, closed, and satisfying property (Q) at every point of A (with exception 
perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinate lies in a set of measure zero on 
the t-space E~). Let  xk , zk  , k ~ 1, 2,..., xk e S,  z~ ~ Z,  be pairs satisfying 
properties (a')-(d'),  (f'), (g'), that  is, admissible, and such that the following 
statements hold: x k --~ x as k --> oo weakly toward an element x a S; zk(t  ) --> z( t)  
pointwise for all t ~ {tp}, t e Io ; Yk --> Y strongly in Y; and v k --> v weakly in V, 
wherey~ ~ q/xk, v k = £~x k , y  ~ ~x ,  v == ~ x ,  and z(t)  is defined only at the 
points t e {tp}, t ~ I 0 . Assume that there is a decomposit ion z( t)  = zo(t ) + so(t ), 
zo(t ) = (Zol,..., zo*), so(t ) ~ (sol,..., so"), where z o is defined in the whole of I o , 
z o ~ Z,  and s o is singular. Then,  the pair x, z o is admissible, that  is, the pair 
s, z o satisfies (a')-(d'),  (f'), (g'). T h e  proof of this statement is essentially the 
same as the one in Ref. 2, Section 3.3. 
6. L o w e r  C l o s u r e  T h e o r e m  
Here, G, A ,  U( t , y ) ,  M are as in Section 2, f ( t , y , u )  : ( f l , . . . , f i ) ,  
fo(t, y ,  u) are functions defined on M ,  fo scalar, and S, Y, V, T, ~//, • are as in 
Section 2. We consider the class of all pairs x, u, x e S, u e T, satisfying all 
requirements (a)-(g) of Section 2, and, in addition, the following further 
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requirement:  (h)fo(t, (~llx)(t), u(t))is L-integrable in G. These pairs x, u shall 
be denoted here as admissible pairs. Thus,  for every admissible pair x, u, the 
functional 
= f ofo(t, u(t)) (9) 
is defined, and the constraints and the functional equation 
(t, A, u(t) u(t, (¢x)(t)), 
(¢Lf x)(t) f(t, u(t)) a.e. in G, 
(10) 
(11) 
are satisfied. We say that the functional (9) possesses the property of lower 
closure at an element x e S provided the following statement holds: if x k , u k , 
k = 1, 2,..., x~ ~ S, uk ~ T, are admissible pairs, that is, x~:, ulc satisfy (a)-(h), 
and x k -+  x as k --+ oo weakly in S, and lim I[xl~, uk] < + o o  as h --~ oo, then 
there is an element u e T such that the pair x, u is admissible [that is, x, u 
satisfies (a)-(h)], and 
I[x, u] ~ lira I[xk , u~J. (12) 
T h e  usual concept of lower semicontinuity is a particular case of the concept 
of lower closure above. Indeed, assume that  the data G, A, U(t, y), M, f ,  fo ,  
S, Y, V, W, £g are so arranged that x determines u uniquely. By this we mean, 
in symbols, that (x, ul), (x, u2) admissible implies ul(t ) = u2(t ) a.e in G, 
briefly u 1 = u 2 . Then,  we can as well say that x is admissible, we can denote 
I[x, u] simply by I[x], and (12) reduces to I[x] <~ limI[xk] , the usual lower 
semicontinuity requirement,  relatively to weak convergence in S. The  situation 
that  we have now depicted is very common. I t  occurs, for instance, with 
free problem, that  is, problems concerning with the min imum of functionals 
of the form I[x] = fGfo(t, x(t), (Vx)(t)) dr, where x is a vector function 
in G and Vx the system of all first-order partial derivatives. Then,  the problem 
can be written in the form (9)-(11) with Vx = u, that is, x determines u 
uniquely. The  same situation occurs with the problems considered by Fichera 
(Refs. 8-10) concerning the min imum of functionals of the form I[x] = 
fofo(t, (~x)(t), ( f x ) ( t ) )  dr, where x e S, ~ and ~¢ are as in Section 2. These 
problems can be written in the form (9)-(11) with ~ x  = u, that is, again, x 
determines u uniquely (see Sections 9.4 and 9.5 for details). 
T h e o r e m  6.1 (Lower Closure Theorem). Let  G, A, U(t,y), M as in 
Section 2, G open and bounded, G C I o C Ev, A and M closed, l e t f ( t ,  y,  u) --I 
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( f l  ,'", fr), fo( t, Y, u) be continuous on M, fo scalar, and let us assume that the 
sets ~(t, y) = [5 = (z °, z) I z° >~ fo( t, Y, u), z ----- f ( t ,  y,  u), u E U(t, y)] C Er+ 1 ~, 
are convex, closed, and satisfy property (Q) at every point of A (with exception 
perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinate lies in a set of measure zero on 
the t-space E~). Let us assume that (~) for some scalar L-integrable function 
¢(t), t ~ G, ¢ ~ 0, we have fo(t, y, u) ~ --¢(t) for all (t, y, u) ~ M. Let S, 
Y, V, T, ~ ,  ~ be as in Section 2 with ~ ,  ~ satisfying property (H). 
Then, the functional (9) possesses the property of lower closure at every 
element x e S. In other words, whenever x e S and there is a sequence of 
admissible pairs x k , u k , k = l, 2,..., with x k ~ x as k --~ ~ weakly in S, and 
lim I[xk ,  U~] < + ~ ,  then there is some u e T such that x, u is an admissible 
pair, and I[x, u] ~ lira I[xk ,  ue]. 
This statement is a corollary of the second closure theorem. Its proof is 
similar to the one in Ref. 2, Section 5.4. Condition (¢) in Theorem 6.1 can be 
replaced by the following weaker assumption (~b*): for every point ~ ec l  G, 
there are a neighborhood Ns(t) of ~ in cl G, an L-integrable function ¢(t) >/0, 
t ~ N6(i), and a real r-vector b = (b 1 ,..., b~) such that )Co- b - f  >/--~b in 
Ns(t), that is, 
9" 
fo(t, y, u) --  ~ b~fi(t, y, u) ~ --~b(t) for all (t, y, u) e M with t ~ N~(I). 
j = l  
A proof of this extension of Theorem 6.1 is given in Ref. 16 for v ---- 1. 
By a well known remark by Goodman, the hypothesis in Theorem 6.1 
that the functions fo ,  f are continuous on M can be replaced by the weaker 
assumption that )Co, f are continuous in x, u for every t and measurable in t 
for every x, u. The proofs are essentially the same. Also, the assumption 
concerning the sets ~(t, y) satisfying property (Q) in Theorem 6.1 (as well as 
in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1) can be replaced by the following weaker assumption: 
there is a countable decomposition of G into disjoint measurable sets Ha,  
= 1, 2 , . ,  such that, if Aa denotes the set 
Aa = [(t, y) L (t, y) ~ A, t e Ha] C E ~ . ,  
then the sets O(t, y) satisfy property (Q) in Aa for almost every t, A = 1, 2 ..... 
Whenever x determines u uniquely (see above), Theorem 6.1 (and its 
extensions) reduces to a sufficient condition for lower semicontinuity. As 
such, it contains as particular cases the lower semicontinuity theorems with 
respect to weak convergence due to Morrey for free problems (see Section 9.4 
below) and Fiehera for his class of problems (see Section 9.5 below). In both 
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cases, r -~ m, f = u, hence f x  = u, and the functional can simply be written 
C o r o l l a r y  6.1. Under  the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, with r = m, 
f = u, hence ~ x  = u, and 
0(t,  y) = . )  i fo(t, y ,  . ) ,  e u(t ,  y)] c 
if x k ~ x weakly in S, and li__Nm I[xk] < Go, then I[x] <~ li__~_m I[xa, ]. 
Indeed, the weak convergence xl~--~ x implies ~ x  k --~ ~'x strongly, 
~ x  k ~ ~ x  weakly. Hence, ~qOx k = u~,  k = 1, 2,..., implies u~ --~ Uo weakly 
for some element Uo, and u o = ~ x .  On the other hand, the element u guaranteed 
by Theorem 6.1 also satisfies u = ~ x ,  and thus u = u o , and I[x] ~ li__mm I[xk]. 
For a further analysis of the concepts of lower closure and lower semi- 
continuity, see Ref. 16. 
In Refs. 15 and 17, we have given criteria for property (Q) of the sets 
O(t, y) .  We mention here that a function g(t, y ,  u) is said to be of slower 
growth than fo with respect to u in a set A o C A provided, given e > 0, there 
is some N >~ 0 (depending on g, f o ,  e, Ao) such that (t, y, u) ~ M, [ u [ ~> N 
implies l g ( t , y ,  u)] ~ efo(t,y,  u). We proved in Ref. 15 that, if 1 and f are of 
slower growth thanfo with respect to u in a neighborhood N~(i, 37) of (i, 37) ~ A, 
then the sets 0(t,  y), if convex, certainly are closed and satisfy property (Q) 
at (i, 37). Other criteria for property (Q) of the sets 0(t, y) have been given in 
Refs. 16-17 in terms of the supporting planes of the convex sets (~(t, y),  and 
in this respect property (Q) corresponds to the property of seminormality 
introduced by Tonelli and McShane for free problems (see Ref. 16-17 for 
details). Other criteria for property (Q) have been given by Olech (Refs. 18-19). 
Nevertheless, Olech's lower closure and existence theorems contain conditions 
which are rather demanding when compared with our condition (¢*). For  
comparison and examples, see Ref. 16. 
Note that, in Theorem 6.1 (as well as in the closure theorems of Sections 4 
and 5), no topology has been chosen in T, the set of all measurable vector 
functions u(t) = (u 1, .... u~), t ~ G. Hence, the question of what happens if the 
vector functions u k are known to converge toward some function u o does not 
arise in this situation. Nevertheless, if we assume that the functions ul~ are 
in (Lp(G)) m for some p ~ 1 and that the functions u k converge weakly 
in (L~o(G)) m toward some element u o = (Uol,..., uo m) of this space (that is, 
uk ' --+ Uo i weakly in L v ( G  ) as k ~ oe, i = 1 .... , m), then we may ask whether 
the pair x, u o is admissible and whether the relation I[x, uo] ~ 1"_~ I[x k , uk] 
holds. We have already seen that, for free problems, the answer is affirmative 
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(Corollary 6.1). The  following Corollary 6.2 shows that, even in the general 
case, the answer is affirmative under  assumptions. We shall assume precisely 
that f is linear in u, that is, f (t, y ,  u) -= B(t ,  y )u  + C(t, y) ,  B,  C matrices of 
the types r × m, r × 1 respectively, with entries continuous in A. This  is 
certainly the case for free problems where r = m and f = u. Instead of the 
sets 0,  we shall consider the sets 
0 " (  t, Y) = [( z°, ~) I z° >/fo(t, y, u ) , .  = u, u E U(t, y)] 
= [(zo, u) I z° >~ fo(t, y,  u), u e U(t, y)] C E~+ 1 . 
Corollary 6.2. Under  the conditions of Theorem 6.1, with 
f = B(t, y) u + c(t, y) 
and the sets 0 "  replacing the sets 0, if the functions uk are in (L~(G)) m, 
p > 1, and u k --~ u o weakly inL~ as k --+ ~ ,  then the pair x, u o is admissible, 
and I[x, Uo] <~ lim I[x k , Uk]. The  same statement holds for p = 1 provided 
in addition we know that the functions uk are equiabsolutely integrable in G. 
This  corollary was proved in Ref. 16 for v = 1. The  proof for any v 
is essentially the same. 
Note  that, in Corollary 6.2, for p = 1 the functions u k are certainly 
equiabsolutely integrable in G under  suitable growth conditions. For instance, 
a suitable growth condition is the following: (%) for each e > 0, there is some 
integrable function ~b~(t) > /0 ,  t ~ G, such that [ u I ~< ¢~(t) + Efo(t , y ,  u) for 
all ( t , y ,  u ) ~  M .  An analogous growth condition was used in Ref. 15 for a 
different purpose and will be mentioned in Section 9.4 below. 
In  Corollary 6.2, the specific hypotheses cannot be omitted in general, as 
examples show (see Ref. 16 for v = 1). 
7. Existence Theorems for Abstract Multidimensional 
Lagrange Problems 
We shall use here the same notations as in Section 6, and assume that the 
general hypotheses of lower closure theorem 6.1 (or of one of its extensions) 
are satisfied. Thus,  an admissible pair x, u is a pair of elements x ~ S,  u ~ T, 
satisfying (a)-(g) of Section 2 and (h) of Section 6. We shall consider classes ~2 
of such admissible pairs, which are closed in the following sense: if x ~ S, 
if xk, uk,  k = 1, 2,..., are admissible pairs and belong to £2, if x k --* x weakly 
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in S, and lira I [ xk ,  u J  < q-oo as k -+ oo, then at least one of the elements 
u e T guaranteed by the lower closure theorem of Section 6 is such that x, u 
belongs to £2 (besides x, u being an admissible pair, and I[x,  u] <~ lim I [ xk ,  uk] 
as stated in lower closure theorem). Obviously, the class of all admissible pairs 
is certainly closed in this sense, under the same general assumptions of the 
lower closure theorem of Section 6 (or of one of its extensions). 
Given a family £2 = {(x, u)} of admissible pairs x, u, x ~ S, u ~ T, we shall 
also consider the corresponding class {x}e of the elements x in £2; in symbols, 
{x}e ----- {x ~ S ] (x, u) ~ ~2 for some u ~ T}. We shall consider closed classes ~Q 
of admissible pairs x, u such that the corresponding set {x}n is weakly sequen- 
tially compact. 
T h e o r e m  7.1 (Existence Theorem for  Abstract Multidimensional Lagrange 
Problems). Let G, .4, U(t, y) ,  M be as in Section 2 with G bounded and open, 
A, M closed, let f ( t , y ,  u) : ( f l  ,...,fr), fo( t ,Y ,  u) be continuous on M, fo 
scalar, and let S, Y, V, T, q/, A ° as in Section 2, with ~d, cow satisfying property 
(H). Let us assume that the sets 
O(t, y) -= [~ = (z °, z) [ z ° >/fo(t, y, u), z = f ( t ,  y, u), u ~ U(t, y)] 
are convex, closed, and satisfy property (Q) at every point of "d (with exception 
perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinate lies in a set of measure zero on 
the t-space E~). Let us assume that (¢) for some scalar L-integrable function 
¢(t) ~> 0, t E G, we have fo(t, y ,  u) > / - - ¢ ( t )  for all (t, y, u) ~ M. Let £2 be a 
nonempty closed class of admissible pairs x, u [that is, x ~ S, u ~ T, x, u 
satisfying (a)-(g) of Section 2 and (h) of Section 6], in particular, satisfying 
the constraints (10) and the functional relation (11), and let assume that the 
corresponding set {x}~ is weakly sequentially compact in S. Then, the 
functional (9) possesses an absolute minimum in a'2. 
The proof is the same as in (Ref. 2, Section 5.4). 
R e m a r k  7.1. The same operator ~ appears in (9)-(11). The case in 
which different operators ~'1, ~2 ,  °?*'a appear in (9), (10), (11), respectively, is 
only a particular case of the one under consideration. Indeed, if Yl = ~1 x, 
Y2-= ag2x,ya =-qdax, we may denote by ~' the unique operator ~ x  
(Yl, Y2, Ya), with the convention that fo depends only on Yl, f depends only 
on Ya, and "d is a cylinder set .d = _/1 o × E k , where k is the dimension of the 
vector (Yl, Ya). The existence theorem above holds without changes provided 
we assume that ~'1, ~'~, ~'3 satisfy axiom (H), that is, ~ satisfies (H). 
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R e m a r k  7.2. Extensions of Theorem 7.1 hold which are analogous to 
those mentioned for Theorem 6.1. First, the hypothesis ($) can be replaced 
by the following weaker one: (~b*) for every point ~ ~ cl G, there are a neigh- 
borhood N~(i) of i in cl G, a scalar L-integrable function ~(t) >/O, t ~ N~(i), 
and real numbers b --= (bl,..., br) such that fo --  b • f >/ - -$  for all (t, y, u) E M 
with t ~ N~([) (see Ref. 17). The hypothesis of continuity o f f  andfo on M can 
be replaced by the weaker one that f and fo are continuous in x, u for every t 
and measurable in t for every x, u. Also, the assumption concerning the sets 
~(t, y) satisfying property (Q) in Theorem 7.1 can be replaced by the following 
weaker hypothesis: there is a countable decomposition of G into disjoint 
measurable sets Ha,  A = 1, 2,..., such that, if Aa denotes the set Aa = 
[(t, y) f (t, y) a A, t ~ HA], then the sets O(t, y) satisfy property (Q) in A~ for 
almost every t, A = 1, 2,.... 
As usual, conditions of the form I[ yi llp~ <~ Mi for given constants M i 
guarantee the weak sequential compactness of the functions yi in G whenever 
Pi > 1. For Pi = 1, the same condition together with suitable growth conditions 
can be used. For instance, the following condition has been used: (e) given 
> 0 there is an integrable function ~b~(t) >~ 0, t ~ G, such that ]fi(t, y, u)l <~ 
~b,(t) + Efo(t , y,  u) (see Refs. 4 and 15). 
R e m a r k  7.3. The existence theorem above applies as well to general- 
ized solutions (Gamkrelidze's chattering states). In the present context, we 
denote by generalized solution any system (x, p, w) such that the following 
statements hold: x ~ S; p = p(t) = (Pl ,..., P,), t ~ G, pj(t) measurable in G, 
pj(t) >/O, j = 1,...,t~, ~jP~(t) = 1; w = w(t) = (u(1),..., u(,)), u (j) ~ T, 
j =  1 .... ,1~; y =  ~ x  ~ Y; v =  ~LPx ~ V; (t, y(t)) ~ A; 
v(t) = Z pj( t) f( t ,  y(t), u(J)(t)) a.e. in G; 
J 
and Zj pj(t)fo(t, y(t), u(J)(t))L-integrable in G (see Sections 2 and 6). Thus, we 
are concerned with a system monitored by a functional equation of the form 
(~'x)(t) = ~ pj(t) f(t ,  (qlx)(t), u(J)(t)) a.e. in G, 
j=X 
with usual constraints 
(t, (Ylx)(t)) e A, u(~)(t) ~ U(t, (qlx)(t)), j = 1 ..... ~, a.e. in G, 
and functional 
J[x, p, w] -~ f ~ pj(t) fo(t, (~llx)(t), u(J)(t)) dt. 
G $=1 
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For any integer/z >~ r + 2, the corresponding sets O(t, y) C E~+ 1 are the sets 
/~(t, y) = co ~(t, y) C E~+I, which are necessarily convex. I t  is then assumed 
that tz above is the min imum integer for which this occurs. The  existence 
theorem above holds for generalized solutions with the convexity requirement 
necessarily satisfied. 
8. Extensions 
Let us assume that the m components u = (ul,..., u m) of the variable u 
can be divided into two classes, say u' = (u 1 ,..., u J  and u" = (u~+l,..., urn), so 
that  we can write u = (u', u"), and that U(t, y) = g'( t ,  y) × U"(t, y) for all 
(t, y) ~ A with U'(t, y) e E~, U"(t, y) e E~_~, 0 ~< ~ ~ m. Let  us restrict the 
class T of Section 2 to a slightly smaller class T ~- T'  × T", where T' is the set 
of all measurable vector functions u'(t) = (u 1,..., u~), t ~ G, and T" is a Banach 
space of vector function u"(t) ~ (u~+l,..., urn), t ~ G, with norm i] u" 1[, say, 
1 j=a+l j= 
We shall denote by M' ,  M "  the sets 
II u~ I/L~). 
M' = [(t, y,  u') ] (t, y)  ~ A, u' e U'(t, y)] C E~+s+~, 
M "  - -  [(t, y, u") [ (t, y) e n ,  u" e U"(t, y)]  C E , .~+  . . . . .  
so that 
M = [(t, y, u', u") [ (t, y) ~ A, u' e U'(t, y), u" ~ U"(t, y)] C E~+s+ m 
We shall assume that fo and f are of the form 
p i t [  
fo(t, y, u ,  u") = fo'(t, y, u') + f o( , Y, u"), 
(13) 
f ( t ,  y, u', u") = f ' ( t ,  y, u') + f"(t,  y, u"), 
where fo', f '  are defined on M',  f "  is defined on M",  and f "  is linear in u", 
or f " ( t ,  y,  u") =- B(t, y)  u" -5 C(t, y), B, C matrices of the types r × (m -- c~), 
r × 1 respectively, with entries defined on A. 
From Section2, we know that V C L " =  [-]~_IL~(G). We shall need 
below the following growth condition. We say that f = (f~ .... , f~) and fo 
satisfy a growth condition (%) provided: for every j = 1,..., r with p~ > 1, 
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there are constants a > 0, b > 0 and a function ~b e L ( G ) ,  ~(t) >/O, such 
that I f j  t m ~ a~(t) + bfo everywhere in M; f o r j  -- 1,..., r w i thp j  = 1, then 
for every e > 0 there is a function ¢~ ~ L(G), ¢~(t) > 0, such that Ifa" I 
~,(t) q- Efo. Note that, under  such condition (%), we have )Co >/ --b-la~ b, or 
fo ~ - - ~ b l ,  respectively, where ¢, ¢1 are fixed nonnegative L-integrable 
functions in G. An analogous growth condition (%) could be required for 
the p a i r f ' , f o '  , or for the pair f " , f  o". 
We shall need the sets 
O'(t, y) = [~ = (z °, z) [ z ° ~ fo'(t, y, u'), z = i f( t ,  y, u'), u' e U'(t, y)] C Er+l, 
O*(t,  y )  = = (zo, .") I zo > fO(t, y ,  ."), u" u"(t, y)] C E . . . .  +1 .  
We shall assume that ag: S × T" --+ Y, ~ :  S × T" ~ V are defined on 
S × T", that  is, y = qg(x,u") ~ Y , v  = .gf (x,u") e Vfor all (x,u") e S × T". Also, 
we shall denote by V o a space of real-valued functions Vo(t), t ~ G, which are 
Lm-integrable in G for some Po ) 1, or V o C Lpo(G), and we shall take in V o 
the norm it vo ll~Oo. We shall then consider ~o(x, u"), or ~o: S × T" ~ Vo,  
mapping each pair (x, u")~  S × T" into an element v o = ~qo(x, u")E V o . 
Instead of axiom (H), we shall now assume the following: (H*) if x, x k ~ S, 
## ' t !  #f u", u k ~ T", k 1, 2, .... if x k -+ x weakly in S and u~ ~ u" weakly in T , 
then Yk --* Y strongly in Y, % --* v weakly in V, vok - ~  v o weakly in Vo,  where 
y = aar(x, u"), v = X'(x ,  u"), % = £fo(x, u"), y,~ = ¢ ( x  k , u~), % = 2 ' (xk ,  u~), 
= , u;) .  
In the present situation, we say that a pair x, u(t), t E G, is admissible 
provided x ~ S, u = (u', u ' ) ,  u ~ T' ,  u" e T", y = ql(x, u") e Y ,  v = 
$#(x, u") ~ V, (t, y(t))  ~ A a.e. in G, u'(t) ~ U'(t,  y(t)),  u"(t) ~ U"(t, y(t))  
a.e. in G, v ( t ) = f ' ( t , y ( t ) , u ' ( t ) ) + f " ( t , y ( t ) , u " ( t ) )  a.e. in G, and 
fo'(t, y(t) ,  u'(t)) -~ f~ ( t ,  y(t),  u"(t)) is L-integrable in G, % = X' (x ,  u") ~ Vo . 
We deal here with the problem of the min imum of a functional 
' u"] f [fo'(t, (~(x, u"))(t), u'(t)) + r"(t, (~(x,  u"))(t), u"(t)) + ~(x,u")(t)] dt l[x, u ,  ~- .,o, 
G 
in a class ~ of admissible pairs x, u(t) = (u', u"), t ~ G. The constraints 
and functional relation are now of the forms 
(£a(x, u"))(t) = i f( t ,  (~(x, u"))(t), u'(t)) q - i f ( t ,  (~(x,  u"))(t), u"(t)) a.e. in G, 
u'(t) ~ U'(t, (ag(x, u"))(t)), u"(t) E U"(t, (@(x, u"))(t)) a.e. in G, 
(t, ."))(t)) A. 
We are now in a position to state the following extension of Corollary 6.2. 
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C o r o l l a r y  8.1. Assume that a decomposit ion (13), holds with f "  
linear in u". Assume thatfo'  ~> - - ¢ ' , f o "  ~> - -¢"  for some function ¢', ~b" e L ( G ) ,  
¢ '  ~ 0, ¢" ~ 0. Assume that either the p a i r f ' , f o ' ,  or the p a i r f " , f o " ,  or both, 
satisfy a growth condition (%). If  U(t, y )  = U'(t, y )  × U"(t, y )  as above, 
if the sets O'(t, y )  and 0*(t ,  y)  are closed, convex, and satisfy property ((2) in 
A (or in any of the modes ment ioned in Section 6), if the operators ~ ,  ~ ,  
~o as above satisfy axiom (H*), if x~, uk, k --  1, 2,..., is a sequence of admis- 
t l  it It sible pairs, with x k ~ S,  u k = (u k' , uk), u k" ~ T' ,  u k ~ T , and if xl~ -+ x weakly 
in S, u~ -+  u o weakly in T", li_m_m I[x  k , uk', u~] < o% then the element u --  (u', u") 
of Theorem 6.1 can be so chosen that u " =  ,t o , x, u is admissible, and 
' /2"]  " I[x,  u ,  <~ lim I[xa: u ' , k , U k ] "  
The  proof is the same as for Corollary 6.2 (see Ref. 16, where proofs are 
given for v = 1). Note  that Corollary 6.2 can be obtained from Corollary 8.1 
, f  = O, fo , J  = f i f o  = fo , and by remarking by t ak inge~=  0, u" = u ' ' = 0  f "  " 
that the pair f '  = 0, fo' = 0 satisfies trivially a growth condition (%) and 
that the corresponding sets Q' trivially satisfy condition (Q). 
We shall say now that a class D of admissible pairs x, u is closed provided 
// 
the following statement holds: if x ~ S, u" ~ T", if x k , u k with u k = (uk', uk), 
k = 1, 2,..., are admissible pairs and belong to D, if xk -+  x weakly in S and 
?/ U// _ _  r/ u k --* weakly in T", and lim I[x  k , uk', u j  < q- co as k ~ 0% then at least 
one of the elements u' e T'  guaranteed by the lower closure theorem is such 
that the pair x, u with u = (u', u") belongs to .(2. Finally, given any class 
of  admissible pairs x, u with u = (u', u"), we shall consider the set {x}o = 
{ x l x ~ S , ( x , u ) ~ 1 2  for some u = ( u ' , u " ) ~ T '  × T"} and the set {u"}~= 
{u" ] u" ~ T", (x, u', u") ~ Q for some x ~ S, u' ~ T'}. 
The  existence theorem of Section 7 holds now under  axiom (H*), under  
the hypotheses that the sets 0(t,  y) and 0*(t ,  y) are closed, convex, and satisfy 
property ((2) in A, that the remaining hypotheses of Corollary 8.1 hold 
and that the sets {x}a C S and {u"}a C T" are weakly sequentially compact. 
We do not exclude here that either U' = E~, or U" = Era_ ~ , or both. 
R e m a r k  8.1. The  remarks at the end of the existence theorem of 
Section 7 hold also for the present extensions. In particular, the present 
existence theorem can be repeated for generalized solutions ( x , p ,  w, u") 
analogous to those introduced in Section 7 with u' replaced by p, w, p = p( t )  = 
( P l  ' ' ' "  P ~ ) '  7./) = ~ J ( t )  = ( U ( 1 ) , . . . ,  U(/*)), t ff G .  Then,  for 
/z~> m a x ( r + 2 ,  m - - ~ q - 2 ) ,  
certainly the corresponding sets ~'(t ,  y)  C E,+I,  O*(t, y )  C E,,_~+ 1 are replaced 
by the sets R'( t ,  y) = co Q'(t, y)  c E~+I, R*( t ,  y) = co Q*(t, y)  c R~_~+I, 
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which are necessarily convex. The  present existence theorem then holds with 
the convexity conditions necessarily satisfied. 
9. P a r t i c u l a r  Cases  
9.1. Let  us assume that  G has a smooth boundary F = OG in the sense 
of Sobolev (or in the sense of Morrey), and take S = [~--1 W~(G), so that 
every element x ~ S is an n-vector function x(t) = (xl,...,  x~), t ~ G, whose 
components xi~L1o,(G),  p i > / 1 ,  possess first-order generalized partial 
derivatives Vx = [gxi/OP, i = 1,..., n, j - =  1,..., u] a.e. in G, and all # ,  
Ox~/etJ~Lm(G ), j =  1 .... , v ,  i =  1, . . . ,n .  Let Y =  [-]~=~Lm(G ), V = 
~ i ~  (Lp,(G)) ~, let ~ :  S - +  Y be the identity operator, mapping x ~ S into y = x 
as an element of Y,  and let ~ :  S --* V be defined by ~ x  = Vx,  and thus  
s = n, r -= nv. Now, property (H) is trivial. We are now in a position to 
s tudy the problem of the min imum of a multiple integral 
= f fo(t, ,,(t)) at, 
with side conditions expressed by a total differential (or Dieudonnfi-Rashevsky) 
system 
~xi/~P = fij(t, x(t), u(t)) a.e. in G, j = 1,..., v, i = 1,..., n, 
and possible constraints of tile form 
(t, x(t)) A, .(t) U(t, x(t)), t e G .  
I f f  denotes the nv-vector f u n c t i o n f  = (f~),  then the differential system can 
be written in the form 
dx/dt = f ( t ,  x(t), u(t)). 
In this situation, closed classes £2 such that {x}n is weakly sequentially compact 
can be obtained in a variety of ways, as we have pointed out in Refs. 1-4. 
For instance, for all Pi > 1, we may define f2 by means of requirements of 
the following form: (~)II xi II~ ~ Li for given constantsLi ; (fi)L[ ~x~/~tj IIp~ <~ L~j 
for given constants L o ; (7) I[x, u] ~ L o for a given constant L o ; and (8) 
boundary conditions concerning the values of the functions x ~ on suitable 
parts F s of the boundary F = OG of G. Besides, the sets U(t ,y)  may be 
compact and uniformly bounded. 
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For all p~ = 1, classes ~ may be defined by means of analogous require- 
ments; but, if the sets U(t, y )  are only closed, then a growth condition may be 
needed. For instance, in Refs. 3M we proposed the following rather general 
growth condition: (E) for any ~ > 0, there is anL-integrable function ¢,(t) >~ 0, 
t ~ G, which may depend on e, such that I f ( t , y ,  u)j <~ ¢,(t) + efo(t ,y  , u) for 
all (t, y ,  u) ~ M .  Under  this hypothesis, for the admissible pairs x, u satisfying 
a relation (7), the partial derivatives Ox~/~P are equiabsolutely integrable in G. 
Then,  conditions (fi) are necessarily satisfied wi thpi  = 1, and any condition (~) 
makes the class {x}a weakly sequentially compact. Besides, under  the same 
hypotheses, boundary conditions as (~) are preserved by weak convergence, 
and the corresponding classes £2 are closed. 
The  particular case considered above can be interpreted in the lines of 
Section 3, by taking X = [-]i~ W~,(G), by taking for X o the linear subspace 
of all x(t) = (x~,..., xn), t ~ G, where each x I coincides in G with a function of 
class C ~ in E~, and by considering the operators ~ and £0 defined by ~ x  = x, 
.~x  = Vx. Let  S be the completion of X o by means of the norm ]1[ x !lI - -  
C(II x t[ ~ + 11 ~ x  II ~ + It ~°x Ii~), where/I x II, It ~ x  tt, !1 £~x It are the norms in X, 
Y, V, respectively. I t  is easy to see that S coincides with X ,  that [l x tl and ill x ltl 
are equivalent norms, and that property (Ho) holds. 
9.2. Let  us assume that G has a smooth boundary Y = aG in the sense 
of Sobolev, or in the sense of Morrey, of some order l >~ 1; and this, as we 
know, does not  exclude corner points for G. Take S = [-]~1 W ~ ( G ) ,  for some 
Pi >~ 1, and integer I i , 1 ~ l i <~ l, i = 1,..., n. Thus,  x e S is a vector function 
x(t) = (xl,..., x~), t a G, with components x ~ aLpi (G) ,  and each x i has general- 
ized partial derivatives D~x i of all orders a, 0 ~< t ~l ~< h ,  o~ = (~1 ,..., %), 
I ~ ] = ~1 + "'" + ~ ,  D~xt ELpi(G).  Let s i denote the number  of multiindices 
with 0 ~ L ~ } ~< li --  1, let s = s 1 -t- "'" + s~, and let ~ denote the operator 
@ x =  V ' x = { D ~ x  i, O <~I~L < ~ l i - -  1, i =  1,. . . ,n} for x ~ S ,  so that  
~': S ~ Y, where Y = [-]i~=1 [L~(G)]% For every i = 1,..., n, let {a}i denote 
a given collection of distinct multiindices a with I ~ i = l i ,  let r i >~ 0 be the 
number  of elements in the collection {c~}i, and let r =- r 1 + -.. + r n . We take 
for ~o the operator S x = { D ~ x  ~ , o ~ a { ~ } i , i =  1 .... ,n} for x ~ S ,  so that  
~ :  S --~ V, where V = [-]i~=~ [L~(G)]% Thus,  ~'x is an s-vector y = y( t )  ----- 
(yl,.. . ,  y~), t ~ G, and ~C~x is an r-vector v = v(t) = (v 1, .... v~), t ~ G. Again, 
as in Section 9.1, property (H) is trivial. Let  V"x ~ {D~x i, I ~ [ = l i ,  
i = 1,..., n}. We are now in a position to s tudy the problem of the min imum 
of a multiple integral 
I[x, u] = ~ fa fo( t  , (V'x)(t), u(t)) dr, 
8o9/6/3-4 
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with side conditions expressed by the system of r partial differential equations 
D~x i = fi~(t, (V'x)(t), u(t)) dt, a e {c~}i, i = 1,..., n, 
and possible constraints of the form 
(t, v'x(t)) A, .(t) u(t, (v'x)(t)), t a. 
If  f denotes the r-vector function f = (f i~,  c¢ ~ {a}~, i = 1,..., n), then the 
differential system can be writ ten in the form 
Dx = / ( t ,  (V'x)(t), u(t)), t c G, 
where D x  = (D"x  ~, a ~ {a}i, i = l, .... n). 
In  this situation, closed classes £2 such that {x}~ is weakly sequentially 
compact  can be obtained as in Section 9.1 and we have indicated in Refs. 1-3. 
For  instance, for all Pi > 1, we may define ~ by  means of requirements of 
the form: (a) [t D~x~ [1~, <~ Lt~, 0 ~< I ~ i = li - -  1, for given constants Li~ ; (fl) 
[] D~xi  lip <~ Li~ , I ~ I = li , for given constants L~ ; (~,) I [x ,  u] ~ L o for a given 
constant L o ; and (3) boundary  conditions concerning the values of the func- 
tions x i and of the derivatives D~x i, 0 ~ ~ <~ l i - -  1, on suitable parts / 's of 
the boundary  F = ~G of G. 
For  all p~ = 1, classes ~2 may be defined by means of analogous require- 
ments, and, if the sets U(t ,  y )  are only closed; in conjunction with a growth 
condition as (E) in Section 9.1. Under  this hypothesis, for the admissible pairs x, 
u satisfying a relation (7), the partial derivatives D~x ~, ~ ~ {a}i , i = 1,..., n, 
are equiabsolutely integrable in G, and hence corresponding relations (fi), 
for a E {~}i, are certainly satisfied for suitable constants L ~ .  For details, 
see Refs. 1-3. 
The  present considerations hold even if the collections {~}i are made up 
of arbitrary multiindices a with 0 ~< t ~ [ ~< li • 
The  situation considered above can also be interpreted in the sense of 
Section 3, by taking X = ['],~=1 W~' (G), by taking for X o the linear subspace of 
all x( t )  = (xl , . . . ,  x~), t ~ G, where each x i coincides in G with a function of 
class C ~ in E~, and by considering the operators q/, ~ defined by q/x = V'x, 
and ~ce = V". Let  S be the completion of X o by means of the norm 111 x Ill = 
~/(II x II 2 + II ~#x I[m + I[ ~ex I1~), where [I x II, I[ ~tx [I, I1Z~°x [I are the norms in X, 
Y, V, respectively. As in Section 9.1, S coincides with X, 11 x [I and 1t] x Ill are 
equivalent norms, and property (14o) holds. 
9.3. Let  G be as in Section 9.2, let X = [-]~--1 W ~ ( G )  as in Section 9.2, let 
Xo be the linear subspace of all x( t )  = (xl , . . . ,  x~), t e G, where each x ~ coincides 
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in G with a function of class C ° in E , ,  and let ~//: Xo --~ Y be the operator 
defined as in Section 9.2 by Y/x = V'x -- [D~x ~, 0 <~ ] ~ l <~ li - -  1, i =- 1,..., n]; 
hence, ~Z~x is a function y( t )  -= (yl , . . . ,  yS) ~ y ,  t e G, Y = [-]~=1 [L~(G)]% 
s = s  1 + -.. + s ~ .  Let  r i > ~ O ,  i =  1, . . . ,n ,  be arbitrary integers, let 
r = r 1 -t- "'" -t- r~,  let V = ~]i~1 [Lpi(G)]r', and let ~L.W: X o --~ Vbe any linear 
differential operator with integrable bounded coefficients in G, say ( ~ x )  i = 
k s n ~s'=~ ~ = 1  ~l~l=j Ai~j~(t) D~x'~, of arbitrary orders ki which can be larger than l i . 
Let  S be the completion of Xo by means of the norm 
i!l x Ill = V(Pt x 1] ~ + II ~Zx Jr + LI ~ x  II~), 
where I1 x II, 11 ~ 'x  I[, It ~ x  II are the norms in X ,  Y,  V, respectively. I f  k i > li 
for at least one i, then certainly S may be distinct from X; but, in any case, 
property (Ho) obviously holds. We are now in a position to consider the 
problem of the min imum of the multiple integral 
1Ix, u] = fofo(t,  (V'x)(t), ~(t)) dr, 
with side conditions expressed by the differential system 
(2Zx)(t) = f(t ,  (V'x)(t), u(t)), t e a,  a.e. 
with f = ( f l  ,...,fi), and possible constraints of the form 
(t, (V'xl(t)) c A, u(t) s U(t, V'x)(t)), t e G, a.e. 
Classes D can be defined now as in Section 9.2. 
For instance, if we take u = 2, n = 1, l~ = 1, m = 1, ~ coordinates in 
E 2 , and we take for ~¢ the Laplacian, we may consider the problem of the 
min imum of the double integral 
with partial differential equation 
xee + x,, = f(~, V, x(f, V), u(~, ~/)), (~, ~/) c G, 
and constraints of the forms 
(~, ~, x(~, ~)) ~ A, u(e, ~) ~ u(e ,  ~, x(~, ~)). 
Here, X o is the linear space of all functions x(~, ~/), (~, ~/) ~ G, which coincide 
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with some function of class C ° in G, and S is the completion of X o with 
respect to the norm 
The  minimum above is sought in classes £2 of elements x e S. 
9.4. Let  us take in the existence theorem r = m, U( t , y )  = Er ,  
A - - c l G  × E s ,  M =  A × E r , f ( t , y , u ) = u ,  that is, f ~ = u  ~, i =  1 .... , r .  
Then,  the abstract Lagrange problem of the existence theorem reduces to the 
free problem of the minimum of the multiple integral 
I[x] = f vfo(t , (qZx)(t), (~Px)(t)) at, 
which was considered by Fichera (Refs. 8-10). Note  that here £¢x = u, that 
is, the element u ~ T is uniquely determined by the element x e S (in an 
admissible pair x, u). Here, the sets 0(t,  y) are the sets 
Q(t, y) = [(z °, u) I z° >~ fo(t, y ,  u), u e Er] C Er+l,  
that is, the sets of all points on or above the f igura t i ve fo .  Thus,  the sets 0(t,  y), 
are convex if, and only if, fo(t, y ,  u) is convex in u for every (t, y) e A. The  
following growth condition has been consistently used by Tonelli, Morrey,  
Fichera, and Cesari: ( ¢ ) t h e r e  is a continuous scalar function ¢(,~), 
0 ~< z < @ 0% such that q~(~)/x --~ @ oo as ~ --~ + 0% and fo(t, y ,  u) >~ (b([ u t) 
for all (t, y,  u )~  M.  Under  growth condition (q)), the set 0(t,  y), if convex, 
certainly are closed and satisfy property (Q) in A (see Refs. 14-15). Theorems 
6.1 and 7.1 and Corollary 6.1 essentially contain the corresponding lower 
semicontinuity theorem and the existence theorem of Fichera (Refs. 8-10). 
9.5. I f  we take r -= m = vn, s -~ n, U(t, y)  = Er , A ~- cl G × E~,  
M -~ A × E~,~, f ( t ,  y ,  u) = u, S = I~L~ W~,(G), Y ,  V as in Section 9.1, 
q/: X ~ Y, the identity, S~ = V as in Section 9.1, then we have the free 
problem of the min imum of the multiple integral 
I[x] = f ofo(t, x(t), (Vx)(t)) dt, 
considered by Morrey  (Ref. 11). Again, as in Section 9.4, Vx = u, that is, the 
element u 6 T is uniquely determined by the element x e S (in an admissible 
pair x, u). As in Section 9.4, the sets O(t, y) are the sets of all points on or 
above the figurativefo , and hence they are convex if, and only if, the function 
fo(t, y ,  u) is convex in u for every (t, y) ~ A. Again, the growth condition (q)) 
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guarantees that  the sets ~(t, y), if convex, are also closed and satisfy property 
(Q) in A. Here, as in Section 9.4, Theorems 6.1 and 8.l and Corollary 6.1 
essentially contain the corresponding lower semicontinuity theorem and 
existence theorem of Morrey (Ref. 11). 
9.6. Let  us assume that G has a smooth boundary F =  OG (as in 
Section 9.1 above), take S = [Wpl(G)] ~ for a given p > 2, so that every 
element x e S is an n-vector function x(t) = (xl,..., xn), t ~ G C E~ , whose 
components x i ELp(G), p > 2, possess first-order generalized partial derivatives 
Vx  = [~xi/~t s, i = 1,..., n , j  = 1,..., v] a.e. in G, and all x ~, ~xi/~t s ~L~(G).  
Let  Y =  [L~o(G)] ~, V = L v / z ( G ) ,  let s = n ,  r =  1, let q / : S - - + Y  be the 
identity operator mapping x e S into y = x as an element of Y, and let 
5¢: S---~ V be the nonlinear differential operator defined by ~CCx = 
~.,j=l~]=xa/~s(t)x~(OxJ/~t ~) for x ~  S, where aij~(t) are given measurable 
bounded functions on G. If  x ~ S, then each product aij.s(t ) x~(Oix/at ~) is in 
Lv/2(G ). Also, if x, x k ~ S, k = 1, 2,..., and x~ ~ x weakly in S, then xk i --~ x i 
strongly in L~(G),  e x k / / e t  ~ ~ e x / / e t  ~ weakly in L:~(G) as k --+ m, i ----- 1 .... , n, 
s = 1,..., v, and 5fxk--+ x weakly in Lp/2(G). Here, axiom (H) is trivially 
satisfied, and we take for T the set of all m-vector functions u(t) = (u 1 .... , u~), 
t ~ G, measurable in G. Here, fo(t, y,  u) a n d f ( t ,  y, u) are both scalar functions 
on M. We deal here with the min imum of a functional 
I[x, u] = f Gfo(t, x(t), u(t)) dt, 
with partial differential equation and constraints 
~ ai3s(t ) xi@xJ/~t s) = f(t, x(t), u(t)), 
i , j = l  s= l  
(t, x(t)) ~ A, u(t) E U(t, x(t)), a.e. in G. 
The  sets (~ are now subsets of E~, 
O(t, x) = [(z °, z) [ z ° >~ fo(t, x, u), z = f ( t ,  x, u), u ~ U(t, x)], 
and these sets shall be assumed to be closed, convex, and satisfying property 
(Q) in A. 
In the present situation, closed classes ~2 such that {x}ais weakly sequentially 
compact can be obtained by requirements of the form @) II x~ !1~ ~< L/ for  
given constants L i ,  (/3) II ~x~/~P I1~ ~< L/j for given constants L / j ,  and other 
requirements as (y) and (8) in Section 9.1 above. 
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9.7. L e t p  > 2, G, Y, V be as in Section 9.6above,  l e t S  = [W~(G)]  ~, 
let u = (u', u") with u' = (ul,..., u~), u" = (u~+l,..., u~), and u ~ T ~ T' × T", 
where T'  is the set of all c~-vector functions u'(t), t ~ G, which are measurable 
tO. • 2 
in G, andT" ---- [L~o(G)] '~-~ with norm [1 u" [1 = %/(~j=~+I [[ u3 HL). Let  q/: S--~ Y 
be the identity operator as in Section 9.6, and let ~ :  S X T ~ V be the 
operator defined by 
~(x,u")  = Ax + ~ ~ ~ a,~,(t)u'(t)(ex'lat'), 
/ = ~ + 1  j = l  s = l  
where x ~ S, u" ~ T, and all ai~s(t) are bounded  measurable functions on G, 
and where Ax denotes the sum of the second-order partial derivatives 
~xi/(Ot~) 2, i = 1,..., n, s = 1 .... , v. Then,  as in Section 9.6, if x ~ S, u e T", 
then ~ ( x ,  u") ~L~/2(G); and, if xk --+ x weakly in S and u~ --+ u" weakly in T, 
then S~(xk, u~) --+ 5a(x, u") weakly in L~/2(G). Axiom (H*) of Section 8 is 
trivially satisfied. We deal here with the minimum of a functional 
u"] ~--- z[~, ¢, f L(t, x(t), u'(t)) dt, 
with partial differential equation and constraints 
Ax + ~ f f a,,~(t)u'(t)C~xJlOt') = f(t,x(t),u'(t)), 
i=a+l j=l s~l 
(t, x(t)) E n,  u'(t) ~ U'(t, x(t)), u"(t) ~ U"(t, x(t)), 
a.e. in G, and, as mentioned, x ~ S, u" ~ T', u" ~ T". We shall now consider 
the sets O'(t, x) ----- [(z °, z)  l zo >~ L( t ,  x, u'), z = f (t, x, u'), u' ~ U'(t, x)], and 
these sets as well as the sets U"(t, x), shall be assumed to be closed, convex, 
and satisfying property (Q) in A. We do not exclude here that either U'  =- E , ,  
or U" = E,~_,, or both. Note  that, in the notations of Section 8, we have 
here f "  ---- 0 , f o  = 0. 
In the present situation, closed classes £2 such that {x}o and {u"}o are 
weakly sequentially compact, as requested in Section 8, can be obtained by 
requirements of the forms (~) I1 x~ hlp ~< L j ,  j = 1 .... , n, (/3) 11 exJ/et~ lip <~ Lj~, 
I[ ~Zx~/~t~ St°lip ~< Lifo, j = 1,..., n, s, a : 1,..., v, (fl') II u ~ II. ~< L~, i : 
q- 1,..., m, for given constants Lj ,Ljs , L i ,  and by requirements as (7) and 
(3) in Sections 9.1 and 9.6 above. 
9.8. Let  v = 2, n = l, m =  1, a = O, p = 2, G = [ 0 ~ , ~ 7 ~ < l ] ,  
Y = L 2 ( G ) ,  V = L ~ ( G ) ,  V o = LI(G), r =  1, s =  1, S =  W~(G),  U =  
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U" = E~ , T = T" = L~(G). We consider here the problem of the min imum 
of the double integral 
I[x, u] = f f e [E(f, ~I) x~ -P F(~, ~l) u]d~ d~l, 
in the class /2 of all pairs x, u, with x e S, u e T, satisfying the first-order 
partial differential equation 
A(~, .,7) x e + B(~, 7) xn + C(~, 7) xu + D(f, ~7) u = 0 a.e. in G, 
the boundary condition x(0, ~7) = 1, 0 ~< ~ ~< 1, and the constraints n u IlL2 ~ 1, 
Ii x tlz2 ~< 1, tl x~ ilL2 ~< 1, [I x~ Itz2 ~< 1. The  class D is nonempty since x = 1, 
u = 0 is i n /2 .  Here, A, B, C, D, E, F denote given measurable essentially 
bounded real-valued functions in G. Note that  the sets {x}e, {u}e are weakly 
compact in the respective spaces S = W21(G), T = T " =  L2(G). Here, we 
take ~ x  = x, ~°(x, u) = Ax~ + Bx~ + Cxu -~- Du, ~o(X, u) = Ex  2 + Fu; 
hence, ~ :  S - +  Y, 5~: S × T---~ V, ~o: S × T--+ V o . I f  xk--+ x weakly in 
S = W21 and u k -+ u weakly in T = T" = L 2 , then Xk --~ X strongly in L 2 , 
xk 2 -+  x strongly in L 1 , xkuk ~ xu weakly in L1,  q/xk --~ °~x strongly in 
Y = L2,  ~q~(xk, uk) ~ 5a(x, u) weakly in V = L 1 , and ~o(xk, ue) -+ ~o(X, u) 
weakly in V o = L~.  Here we take fo = 0, the requirements concerning the 
sets ~i are vacuous, and we take U" --~ E~, a fixed convex, closed set. Also, 
we can take ¢ = 0. In view of Section 8, the integral I above has an absolute 
min imum in /2 .  
9.9. Let  v = 2 ,  n = l ,  r e = l ,  ~ = 0 ,  p = 2 ,  G = [ O < ~ ¢ , ~ < ~ I ] ,  
Y =  L2(G) 3, V =  LI(G),  Vo = Li(G),  r =  l,  s =  3, S =  W~(G) ,  U =  
U" = E l ,  T = T" =- L2(G ). We consider here the problem of the min imum 
of the double integral 
I[x, u] = f f  [F(~, ~7) x¢ ~ + G(~, ~7) x,, z -k H(~:, ~7) u] d~: d~ 
G 
in the class/2 of all pairs x, u, with x ~ S, u ~ T, satisfying the second-order 
partial differential equation 
A(~, 7) xee + B(~:, 7) x,, + [C(s ¢, 7) xe + D(~:, ~7) x, + E(~, 7)] u = 0 
a.e. in G, boundary conditions x = 1 on the boundary OG of G, and the 
constraints li u [1~ ~< 1, n x [l~v~ ~< 1. The  class /2 is nonempty since x = 1, 
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u = 0 is in ~2. Here A,  B, C, D, E, F, G, H denote given measurable essentially 
bounded real-valued functions in G. Note that the sets {x}~, {u}~ are weakly 
compact in the respective space S : W~(G) ,  T = T" --= L2(G ). Here we take 
~ x  = Ix, x~, x,], ~ ( x ,  u) -= Ax¢~ + Bx , ,  + (Cx¢ -l- Dx ,  + E)u, ~°o(x , u) = 
Fxe ~ + Gx,  ~ -~ Hu; hence, ~ :  S - -~  Y, S :  S × T--~ V, ~o: S × T--~ V o. 
If  x k - -~x  weakly in S =  W2 2 and uk--~u weakly in T =  T " = L 2 , t h e n  
__~ 2 strongly in (xk , xk~ , xk, ) ~ (x, x~ , x,) strongly in (L2) a, x ~  x~ ~, Xe, --* x, 2 
L 1 , xk~u k ~ xeu, x~u~ --~ ~,u weakly in L~. Finally, ~x~ ~ ~ x  strongly in Y, 
~q~(xe , Uk) --~ ~q~(X, u) weakly in V, ~o(x~ , uk) --~ ~o(x ,  u) weakly in V o . Here, 
we takefo = 0, the requirement concerning the sets ~ are vacuous, and we take 
U " =  E ~ ,  a fixed convex closed set. Also, we take ~ = 0. In view of 
Section 8, the integral I above has an absolute min imum in D. 
9.10. Let  G be any bounded open subset of the t-space E~, t = (tl,..., t~), 
let S =- [Lp(G)] ~ for givenp > 1 and n >~ 1, let K(t ,  s) be a given s × n kernel 
matrix defined and continuous in cl G x cl G, and let ~//, ~ be defined by 
(°-IZx)(t) -= f K( t ,  s) x(s) ds, ~fx = x, 
a 
hence oh': S --~ Y = [Lp(G)] s, ~o: S --~ V = S = [Lp(G)] ~. I f  x k --~ x weakly 
in S, then ~xk--~ ~'x strongly in L p ,  and C~x k --~ ~q~x weakly in V. We 
consider here the problem of the min imum of the multiple integral 
I[x] = f 6fo(t , @Zx)(t), x(t)) dt. 
We assume here that loft, y, v), or fo : el G > E s x E~ --~ E l ,  be a given 
continuous real-valued function, convex in v, v = (vl,..., vn), and satisfying 
a growth condition of the formfo(t ,  y, v) >~ q) ([ v 1). Here, ~5 (~), 0 ~< ~ % -[- o% is 
a given real-valued continuous function with qs(~)/~ --+ + oo as ~ --~ -[- oo. Then,  
for some constant c ~ 0, we have q) > / - - c  and, hence, f o >/--~b(t) with ~b = c, 
a constant function. In  view of Section 7, the integral above has an absolute 
min imum in S. This  example was considered by Fichera in Ref. 9. In view of 
the same Section 7, the integral I[x] has an absolute min imum also in the 
class £2 of all elements x ~ S satisfying a relation 
f Kl(t , s) x(s) ds ~- fx(t) a.e. in G, 
G 
where f l  is a given r-vector continuous function in cl G and Kl(t ,  s) is a given 
r > n kernel matrix defined and continuous in cl G × cl G. 
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